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Summary: We present laboratory measurements for
the eutectic temperature of aqueous solutions of
Na2 SO4 · 10H2O (mirabilite) as a function of pres-
sure under conditions that may be relevant to subsurface
oceans on the icy moons of the outer solar system, in-
cluding Europa.

Introduction: Europa is a complex world with a rich
geologic history [1]. Untangling that history will involve
developing a deeper understanding of how the icy surface
interacts with any underlying ocean [2, 3]. The types and
abundances of impurities in that ocean can have signif-
icant implications for the thermodynamic, chemical and
mechanical properties of that icy shell [4, 5].

Reports of possible plumes on Europa [6, 7], as well
as the overall relatively young age of much of the surface
point to ongoing active processes. The chaos terrain on
the leading hemisphere may be indicative of a convect-
ing subsurface ocean interacting with the surface [8, 9].
The analysis in Ref. [10] of the dark and gray areas in
the “pull-apart” bands suggests that the dark bands are
younger and are more likely to have a significant impu-
rity component.

One possible interpretation of all these results is that
there is significant interaction, and perhaps even inter-
change of material, between the subsurface ocean and
the surface [10, 11].

Evidence for the nature of the impurities comes from
the near-infrared reflectance spectra obtained from the
Galileo mission for the low albedo regions on Europa’s
surface [12, 13, 14]. These have typically been inter-
preted as indicating the presence of various hydrated
compounds, possibly including hydrated salts of mag-
nesium sulfate and sodium sulfate [15, 16, 17] as well
as sulfuric acid hydrates [17, 18]. Spatially-resolved re-
analysis of the NIMS spectra suggested that sulfates are
preferentially located in the low albedo regions near the
center of ridges [11], though other observations [19, 20]
do not show evidence of mirabilite.

More recent observations with the Hubble Space
Telescope, incorporating visible wavelengths, suggest
that sulfates are primarily located on the trailing
hemisphere[21], which is subject to significant bombard-
ment of irradiated sulfur from Io. By contrast, the non-
ice regions on the leading hemisphere are more likely
dominated by sodium chloride.

These surface measurements show that sodium chlo-
ride is likely an important component of the non-ice re-
gions of Europa’s surface, but inferring the composition
of the subsurface ocean is more complex. Studies of

natural analogs at hypersaline springs [22] suggest that
sulfate-rich salt mixtures could have a spectral signature
similar to that observed on Europa, and that details of
the precipitation process mean that the observed surface
composition might not provide a strong constraint on the
underlying brine composition. Similarly, the modeling
in Ref. [23] suggests that the fractionization of brines
within the ice shell may affect the transport of material
and lead to differences between surface and bulk compo-
sition.

Accordingly, a more complete understanding of the
complex interactions of an icy shell with a subsurface
ocean will benefit from many approaches, including ad-
ditional observations, modeling, analog studies, and lab-
oratory data.

Experiments: In this work, we report on the freezing
and melting of sodium sulfate aqueous solutions at low
temperatures and high pressures relevant for a subsurface
ocean. The phase diagram for sodium sulfate is shown in
Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Phase diagram for Na2SO4 in water at atmospheric
pressure based on compilations by Eddy and Menzies [24] and
Wuite [25]. The present experiments were carried out at a con-
centration of 15 wt.%.

A small 1mL sample was placed in a pressure and
temperature-controlled chamber that allowed for simul-
taneous measurements of temperature, pressure, and vol-
ume, along with optical access to the sample. Further de-
tails are given in Ref. [26]. The sample was pressurized
at room temperature, cooled until completely frozen, and
then gradually warmed.

An image from a typical run is shown in Fig. 2. The
system started as a homogeneous fluid at about 290K
and was cooled steadily. Mirabilite crystals precipitated
from the supersaturated solution starting at 286K. The
system was further supercooled to 255K, when all the
remaining liquid froze as Ice Ih, significantly expanding
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the volume. Upon warming, the system stayed frozen
until reaching the eutectic temperature of 268K. Upon
further warming, the mirabilite crystals slowly dissolved.

Figure 2: Image of growing mirabilite crystals during a run
at a nominal pressure of 50MPa. The image is about 2.4mm
across. The overlaid graph shows transducer voltage (approxi-
mately linearly related to volume) vs. temperature, and the red
diamond indicates the conditions for this particular image.

At higher pressures, the system typically contracted
upon freezing, indicating that higher-pressure ice phases
had formed. In the pressure range between 209MPa
and 350MPa, we observed three different phases of ice.
Although visually quite similar, these different phases
could be distinguished by their differing densities, as
well as by their transition temperatures.

Results: The measured eutectic temperatures are
shown in Fig. 3. The additional salt causes a mild freez-
ing point depression on the order of 1K. In all cases,
phase changes were accompanied by significant changes
in volume.
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Figure 3: Eutectic temperature as a function of pressure for an
aqueous sodium sulfate solution. The freezing temperatures for
pure water [27] are shown for comparison. Metastable phases
involving both Ice Ih and Ice V were observed.

Even within our small sample, we observed
significant deviations from thermodynamic equilib-
rium. The sodium sulfate system can be super-
cooled significantly—supercoolings of more than 20K
were readily obtained. We also observed long-lasting
metastable states within the Ice III region, and we found
that the system exhibits very sluggish dynamics as it re-
laxes towards equilibrium. To stay close to equilibrium,
we typically used a warming rate of less than 2K/hour.
Accordingly, dynamic processes that operate on shorter
time scales or across larger length scales should not nec-
essarily be assumed to be occurring in thermodynamic
equilibrium.
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